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ABSTRACT 
Let ~3~ be the set N X N stochastic matrices without zero columns. Starting with 
a matrix A(‘) ~9~. Sinkhorn balancing is the iteration of alternately normalizing the 
column and row sums of A(“). It has been shown that if A(‘) has total support then 
the iteration converges geometrically to a doubly stochastic limit. We show that the 
converse is true: geometric convergence implies total support. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
If A is an N X N matrix and u is a permutation on (1,. . , N), then the 
sequence of elements a,,(,), . . . , aNCCNj is called the diagonal of A corre- 
sponding to cr. If (T is the identity, the diagonal is called the main diagonal. 
A positive diagonal is a diagonal in which every aiqCij > 0, i = 1,. . . , N. A 
nonnegative square matrix A is said to have total support if A f 0 and if 
every positive element of A lies on a positive diagonal. A nonnegative square 
matrix that contains a positive diagonal is said to have support. A sequence of 
matrices { ACt’) is said to converge geometrically to a limit G as t + QJ 
provided that there exist positive constants M, y, where 0 < y < 1, such that 
]]A(‘) - Gil < Myf for some norm Il*II. If this inequality holds for some 
norm, it holds for any norm for the same value of y and for some M 
dependent upon the norm: If 11. iI1 and 1) . 112 are norms, there exist positive 
constants m, and m2 such that rn,l(. 111 Q II.112 < m,ll * II1 (see for example 
16, pp. 87, 951). 
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2. RESULTS 
Let gN be the set of N X N stochastic matrices without zero columns. 
Following Soules [5], we define Sinkhorn balancing, starting with a matrix 
A(‘) in _C&, as the sequence of (A(‘)} of matrices obtained from the iteration 
defined by 
x(t+l) =f( XV)), 
where for any X in gN, (f(X>jij = zij/Ck zik with zij = xij/Ck xkj for 
i,j = 1 . . > N. Sinkhom and Knopp [2] have shown that for a nonnegative 
matrix Ip; the balancing sequence converges to a doubly stochastic limit if and 
only if the matrix A has support. The starting matrix A(‘) will belong to JG& 
after the row sums of A have been normalized: ( A(“))ij = aij/C,aik, i, j = 
1, . . , N. The doubly stochastic limit can be represented as D, AD,, where 
D, and D, are diagonal matrices with positive main diagonals, if and only if 
A has total support. If the matrix A has support which is not total, then there 
is a positive entry in A that converges to 0. In such a case, Sinkhom [4] shows 
that the iteration on A = (ajj> converges to the same limit as does the 
iteration on the matrix A= (Zij), where Zij = aij if uij lies on at least one 
positive diagonal and Zij = 0 otherwise. 
Sinkhom [3] has shown that convergence is geometric if the matrix A is 
positive. According to Soules [5, p. 191 the convergence is geometric if A(‘) 
has total support. Soules also cites an example of a matrix E(O) with support 
that is not total, where the convergence is not geometric: 
E(o) = 
1 0 
a0 I 
l-a, ’ O<a,<l 
In general, 
where crYt = cwo/(l + 2aOt). 
Here 
E(t) + 1 0 
[ I 0 1’ 
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but not geometrically, The reason for this follows from the main result of the 
paper, which we now demonstrate: 
THEOREM. Let A(‘) in L& be the starting matrix for the sequence {Act)} 
obtained by Sinkhorn balancing. Zf {A”‘) converges geometrically, then A(‘) 
has total support. 
Proof. If { Act’) converges, A(‘) must at least have support [2]. It follows 
that A(‘) and therefore that every Act) necessarily has no zero rows or 
columns. Suppose {A(‘)} converges to a limit S. According to [2], S is doubly 
stochastic. 
For each i,j = 1,. . . , N, let r!!) = (c,a’,“!)-‘[C,(al~)/Cha(htk)]~‘, where 
t counts the iterations on A(‘). E&y rij (t) is defined, since A(‘) has no zero 
rows or columns; for each t > 0, a$i+l) = a$j)r$‘. Since Act) -+ S, which is 
doubly stochastic, necessarily each $’ + 1. Let Ret) denote the N X N 
matrix with entries rl!j”, and J the N X N matrix whose entries are all one. 
Then Ret) -+ J. 
One can show that 
Since Act) has no zero rows or columns, each dr,!j”)/dari is also differen- 
tiable and so R(‘) is of class Cl. 
According to [l, p. 3511, there is a positive constant MO such that 
IIR@) -Jllm =G MO/IA (t) - SI(, for all t > 0, where 11. Ilo) denotes the I, 
norm. It is seen from a:;’ ‘) = a$;)$!) that if any particular Act’) is doubly 
stochastic, so is Act) for all t > t’. Necessarily all such Act) equal S and all 
such Ret) equal J. Thus for any pair (i, j) and all t > 0, 
I?$’ - 1) < IIR (t) - Jllm < MoIIA’f’ - SII,. 
If A(‘) + S geometrically, there exist positive constants Ml and y, where 
0 < y < 1, such that IIA(t) - SII, < Mlyt. Then 
I$? - l( < MoM1y” = A4yt, 
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where M = M, M,. Thus 
If t > some t, so that My’ < i, 
log(1 - My”) < log($)) < log(l + My’). 
If 0 < /_L < i, the function 2~ + log(I - /_L) has a positive derivative, and so 
log(I - /_L) < - 2~. Similarly, - 2 p + log(1 + /_L) has a negative derivative, 
and so log(1 + ~1 < 2~. It follows that 
T T 1 
- c 2Myf < c log ~2:” < c 2Myt (*> 
t=t,, t = t,, t = t,, 
for any T > t,. 
By the definition of the balancing transformation, we have sij = 
#rI’;,, r$’ for all i, j = 1, . . , IV. Thus l-I:=, r!!) converges to a 
vzlue, which from (*I is bounded from below by t e 1: positive number 
(n::-,’ r,!:))eeL, where L = CyztD 2My’. It follows that sij > 0 if and only if 
ais’ > 0, i.e. that the supports of A(“) and S are equal.’ Since the doubly 
stochastic matrix S must have total support, we conclude that A(‘) has total 
support. W 
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